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Lamron

Association in
concert tonight. See
story page 7.

October 17, 1974

Candidates vie in debate
By DICK SOULES
Lamron Writer

burning problem in the near
Trow felt that considerable
future. If there is no research he effort should be invested in an
indicated that the ban should be effort to develop mass transit. He
. Key
campaign
issues, reimposed.
sees the gasoline shortage of last
including OCE's request for an
Concerned about the problems
increased base budget, were of meeting world food demands winter as an indication that
discussed by candidates for the and at the same time maintaining Oregon will someday need a
State Legislature Tuesday night the environment, Lear felt that mass transit system.
The other three candidates felt
in the College Center.
the field burning extension should that a mass transit system is not
Participating in the discussion be granted.
feasible at this time because of
were Republican Gene Lear and
Lear thought that maintaining
Democrat Cliff Trow, both the environment is important -- the amount of funding involved.
running for Senate District 18. but at the same time we must According to Marx, the figure
Candidates for the District 34 meet the growing world demands would run in the billions of dollars
and Oregon just doesn't have that
representative are the incumbent for food.
kind of revenue available, and
Bob Marx-D and Republican Bill
A question was asked from the probably won t for some time.
Horner.
audience concerning newspaper
District 18 and 34 include ads run by Horner that contain
Both Marx and Lear felt that
portions of Polk and Benton information concerning Bob revenue for mass transit could be
counties.
Marx's record in the Legislature. raised through increased vehicle
All of the candidates agreed
Marx indicated that some of taxes, based on either weight or
that OCE should receive the information concerning the horsepower.
approval on its request for an number of bills he had sponsored
Horner also felt that the sheer
additional $625,000 in state was incorrect. He went on to cost of a system like BART in the
support for the 1975-77 academic discuss his record in the San Francisco Bay area was
years.
legislature, indicating that for a beyond feasibility in Oregon, but
Lear supported the base budget freshmap legislator he had ac that a bus system could be work
increase, saying that he would complished quite a bit. He added ed out. Such a bus system would
like to receive feedback from the that he felt he was "instrumental have to be subsidized by the
OCE Administration and faculty in achieving the Fine Arts taxpayers because bus systems
on the possibilities of expanding Auditorium for OCE."
that rely on fares are usually
the spectrum of education at
Horner admitted that an error inadequate and inefficient.
OCE.
had been made in some of the
The discussion-debate was
Marx indicated that he felt newspaper ads but had been sponsored by the OCE chapter of
OCE played a vital role in the corrected. He defined his opinion
the American Association of
educational picture of Oregon on the type of political race he is University Professors.
and that it should concentrate on involved in: running against an
The AAUP professes to share
that role. He supports the base incumbent*Horner feels his job is many concerns with Students,
budget and feels it has a good to attack and Marx's is to defend. both in terms of the broad
chance for success. As a member Horner stated that, "Marx has questions facing the academic
of the Development Foundation done some good things, but he world and in terms of local
in the legislature, Marx sees OCE hasn't done enough."
issues. The AAUP feels the 1975
as "something you can watch
The last major topic discussed Oregon Legislature must deal
grow and prosper."
was mass transit in Oregon. with many problems which bear
Both Trow and Horner in There were some varying directly on our future as citizens,
dicated that they would support opinions on the feasibility of mass and so sponsored the candidates'
the increase. Horner said that transit in the near future and how night in an effort to let the voters
Monmouth was dependent on it should be funded.
get to know the candidates.
OCE and when OCE prospered so
does Monmouth.
One of the important reasons
for support of the budget increase
is the general feeling that Full
Time Enrollment (FTE) method
of funding colleges has outlived
its usefulness. Funding based on
just the factors of enrollment is
inadequate for a small college in
a period of declining enrollment.
There is little alternative to
cutting back on faculty and the
By PATSTIMAC
board, succeeding Wally Hunter.
Lamron Writer
number of classes, both of which
James McAllister, Salem, an
are harmful to the quality of
educational supervisor for the
education.
Children's Services Division, was
Who spearheaded the drive for elected vice president.
Considerable time at the
discussion-debate was spent on legislative support of the new
The new executive committee
the topic of extending the Fine Arts Building? Who is includes OCE President Leonard
suspension of the ban on field currently looking into fund W. Rice, Dr. Glenn Kleen, Salem
burning in the Willamette Valley. raising activities for scholar dentist; Edward J. Dougherty,
Again, all the candidates ships? Who is the community Salem advertising executive and
seemed to generally agree that voice of the college, quiet yet president of EJD Enterprises and
Kenneth Shetterly, a Dallas
the suspension should be ex always there?
The OCE Development Foun attorney.
tended in an effort to allow
The foundation meets two or
research and technology to dation is a group of citizens, some
develop to the point where field members of the college that three times a year. However, this
you've probably never heard of. year they will probably meet at
burning can be eliminated.
Horner felt the ban must be They're the group who do things least four times. Recently they
lifted because of the damage the while others sit around and say, have been looking into ways to
raise funds for scholarships.
ban would cause on the grass "What should we do?"
It was these citizens that wrote
seed industry in Oregon. To halt letters, and personally contacted These scholarships, would be
burning now could cause sub almost every legislator in an almost unique at OCE, because
stantial damage to the local effort to get the State Emergency they would be given to special
students for special talents, like
economy, according to Horner. Board to instruct the Higher high academics or artistic
While he supports an extension Board of Education to have ac ability, rather than being based
of the suspension of the ban, tual proof before they financed solely or partially on need. The
Marx thought it should be a well any building other than the OCE only scholarships of that kind at
defined extension. He indicated auditorium.
OCE right now are small musical
there is a lot of unnecessary
scholarships.
The end result was $2 million
burning being done now and Jhat
So the college and its'
if the burning were limited to just being transferred to OCE programs are not on the way out.
the areas which must be burned foundation secretary, Chuck Not if the Development Foun
he would support the extension. Grell.
dation has anything to say about
In their recent election Mrs. it. It's nice to know somebody is
Trow supported an extension as
long as research is being con Robert Y. (Dorothy) Thornton, there, behind the scenes, taking
ducted and there is some hope of Salem, was elected as the new care of the college and its
a definite solution to the field president of their executive students.

OCE Foundation:
quiet but active

Prof evaluations available
The 1974 spring term faculty
evaluations are now available in
the student government office in
the College Center.
The evaluations carry student
response for the 57 of OCE's 177
professors who published the
results of an evaluation of them
taken in their classes last spring.
Many profs took part in the
evaluation, but declined to have
their results published. Some
professors declined to take part
in the evaluation in any way.
The evaluation was distributed
to students in a participating
professor's class last spring, and
asked each student tQ judge the
professor on his teaching ability.
Among the areas covered was the
professor's subject knowledge,
interest, presentation and ac

cessibility outside the classroom.
Several other areas were also
evaluated.
The evaluation was started as
part of an effort to provide a
measure of student input and
feedback as to the teaching
competency of OCE faculty
members. Most of those who
published their results, done so
only with the written permission
of the professor, received
complimentary ratings.
A similar faculty evaluation
was held on the OCE campus in
1969.
At this time some student
government members have
tentative plans to continue
faculty evaluations during the
1974-75 academic year. However,
there are no definite plans for any
each term.

IDC elects officers
By TERRI SCHMIDT
Lamron Writer

Center Sets Open House -- The Ron Wilson Center for Effective
Living, a home for the handicapped, will sponsor an open house irom
p.m. to 4 p.m. Sunday. The Center is located at 155 W. Clay St., Mon
mouth. Anyone interested is invited to drop by.
4- 4- 4Dads' Day Planned --- Senator Mark Hatfield will be the featured
speaker at the OCE Dads' Day festivities Saturday. Meetings, tours
and a football game against Oregon Institute of Technology are also on
the agenda.
4" 4" 4"
Holmes To Speak -- OCE history professor Dr. Kenneth Holmes will
speak on the topic "The Historian and the Historical Scientist at the
Tuesday Natural Science-Mathematics Seminar. The lecture is at
noon in NS 103. Interested people are invited to bring sack lunches, and
coffee and donuts will be available.
—I—I—1~
Blood Needed - OCE's first blood drive this year is scheduled Oct. 29
and 30 in the College Center. Students, faculty and area residents are
invited to participate.
4-4-4Campus Crusade To Meet -- The Campus Crusade for Christ meets
at 8 p.m. Thursdays in the Willamette Room of the College Center. All
students are invited.
4-4-4Art Display Set -- "Special Exhibition 108" will be featured in the
College Center Oct. 21 to Nov. 20. The display is sponsored by the
Oregon Statewide Services program.
H—I—L
Faculty Shows Talents -- The OCE faculty art exhibit is currently on
display in Campbell Hall gallery 107 through Nov. 1. Gallery hours are
8 a.m. to noon and 1 p.m. to 5 p.m. Monday through Friday.
H—I—h
Faculty To Perform -- A music program featuring Dr. Marion
Schrock on the clarinet, Ruth Million at the piano, and sopranist Myra
Brand is scheduled Monday. The faculty recital begins at 8 p.m. in the
Music Hall Auditorium.
-F-F4Association Tonight -- The Association will appear tonight at 8 p.m.
in the OCE NPE gym. Ticket information is available in the College
Center office.

Inter-Dorm Council (IDC) and
individual dorms have completed
elections of new officers.
IDC elections were held at the
IDC retreat Oct. 14. Sandra
Tupper and Patti Jenkins were

Hatfield to
speak Saturday
Sen. Mark O. Hatfield, R-Ore,
will visit the OCE campus
Saturday morning, Oct. 19. He
will arrive at the College Center
at 9 a.m., speak briefly to the
OCE Dads and Mothers clubs at
9:30, then will be available to the
public again at 10 a.m.
He will meet the public from 9
to 9:30 a.m. and again from 10
a.m. until he leaves the campus
at about 10:30. He will be ac
companied by his administrative
assistant, Gerry Frank.

elected to the offices of recording
secretary and corresponding
secretary. The new interclub
council rep is Suzanne Rowat.
Other IDC officers include, Lily
Driskill, president, Mary King,
vice president and Rockey
Sagers, treasurer. Dr. Judy
Osborne is the advisor.
Pat Stimac was elected social
chairman and Dwaine Kronser
was elected IDC rep during
Butler Hall's election on Oct. 9.
They join Dave Castle, president,
Kevin Van Dyke, vice president
and Roger LeClair, secretarytreasurer.
Barnum residents elected
seven new officers on Oct. 3.
Joining Rob Bragg, president
are: Sandy Stenkamp, vice
president,
Gennie
Burt,
secretary and Mary Jo Smock,
treasurer. Joyce Graham and
Bruce Reynolds are the new IDC
reps and Norma Funrue and

Duchess Schuman are Inter
Dorm Relations representatives.
Lander's women government
added six new officers on Oct. 8.
The new officers are: Jeri
Foster, song leader, Jeanie Bucy,
bulletin board historian, Linda
Clapshaw and Debbie Mitchell,
IDC reps and Terri Bento and
Cindy Allen, IDR reps.
Other Landers officers are:
Sue Powers, president; DeeDee
Anson, vice president, Becky
Green, secretary; Becky Cutting,
treasurer, Alicia Chillquist,
student hostess, and Joan Lenton,
fire marshall.
Landers men also elected new
officers on Oct. 3. Six new officers
will work with Mike Benton,
President and Alan Anderson,
vice president. The new officers
are: Mark Rees, social chair
man, "Fred" Frederick, treasur
er, Ron Rolleston, fire marshall
and Randy Eaden, IDC rep.

4- + 4Renter Books Available - Oregon Student Public Interest Research

Group (OSPIRG) has recently published revised renter's handbook.
The booklet is designed to explain the righs and responsibilities of
Oregon landlords and tenants under the new Landlord and Tenant Act.
The booklet is free to students. The OCE chapter may be contacted at
838-4674.
4- 4- 4*
Reunion Scheduled - The second annual Student Assistant-Head
Resident reunion will be held in conjunction with the OCE
Homecoming Nov. 9. The reunion will start Friday evening with an
informal get-together. Events planned for Saturday include a no-host
breakfast, a luncheon, the OCE vs. EOSC Homecoming game and an
informal buffet dinner in the evening.
4-4-4Tickets On Sale - Season tickets for the OCE mainstage theatre
productions are available in the College Center Office. Prices are
adults $5, students $4 and children $2.50. The first production of this
season, Neil Simon's "Come Blow Your Horn," will be presented Nov.
6 through Nov 9.

+++
Sadie Hawkins Dance Set -- Barnum Hall will sponsor a Sadie
Hawkins dance from 9 p.m. to midnight in the Old Gym Nov. 2.
"Lightship," coming from a recent OSU engagement, will be the
featured group. The dance is girl-ask-boy. Prices are couples $1.75,
girls pay, and singles $1. Couples -- dressed like L'il Abner and Daisy
Mae will be awarded prizes.

+++
Pat Straub To Speak -- Pat Straub, wife of gubernatorial candidate
Bob Straub, will speak at 2 p.m. Oct. 24 in the Oregon Room of the
College Center. Prior to that she will hold an autograph party for her
book, "From the Loving Earth," from noon to 2 p.m. at th OCE
bookstore.
-I—I—1~
Last Day To Drop Classes -- Oct. 28 is the last day to drop classes
without being responsible for grades.
4" 4" 4*
Contraceptive Classes Available - Students interested in instruction
in contraceptive procedures may attend a one-class session, offered at
4 p.m. each Thursday. The class is open to both sexes and couples are
welcome. Attendance at the class is necessary for those planning to
initiate contraceptive procedures through the OCE Health Center, but
isn't limited to this group.
4-4-4French Club Meeting Set - The French Club will hold a fondue
Halloween party and meeting from 7:30 p.m. to 9 p.m. Tuesday in the
Willamette Room of the College Center. The meeting and party is open
to any interested persons.
4-4-4Straub Volunteers Needed - Persons wishing to do volunteer
campaign work for Democratic gubernatorial candidate Bob Straub
may do so by contacting Sandy Blaha at 623-3704. Persons are needed
to do telephoning, clerical work and door-to-door campaigning.
4-4-4Lamron Workers Wanted - Students interested in working or
writing on the Lamron may do so by coming by the Lamron office,
lower level College Center, any afternoon or Tuesday or Thursday
evenings.
4-4-4Homecoming Activities Planned - Homecoming activity chairmen
and any students interested in Homecoming are invited to attend a
meeting in the upstairs conference room of the College Center at 2
p.m. Friday.

Complete Rebuilt
Twin or Full Size
Mattress and
Box Spring
"An inexpensive way
to good sleeping"

'5800

Set

NEW
Sylvania 12" B&W
portable TV - 100 pet.
solid state

*8800

NEW
Dinette set with table
and 4 chairs - solid top
table for dining or
game table. Complete
set only

'6800

NEW
100 pet. Nylon Shag
Carpet - Great for
area rugs. 8 new
colors

$099

w
sq. yd.
Extra large bean
bag chairs. Triple
stitched with heavy
supported
vinyl.
Asst. colors.
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Elections set for NASA

ie and interest appeared to
Pride
be the main themes for the Oct. 10
meeting of the Native American
Students Association (NASA)
"NASA
was
organized
primarily to bring Indian peoples
together, but there is no
discrimination on who may join
the club," stated Buzz Nightpipe
at the opening of the meeting.
While he was speaking, those
present enjoyed a good potluck
dinner.
Nightpipe outlined the ob
jectives of NASA as being: 1) to
acquaint new students with the
area and with each other; 2) to
help achieve academic success
for people in the native American
program; 3) to acquaint itinerant
teachers with minority groups to
aid them in teaching minority
children; and 4) to provide a
social atmosphere.
The Indian cultural week and
pow wow were also discussed.
Two plans were mentioned that
will be decided on sometime in
the future. One idea was to hold
the pow-wow during winter term
in combination with the AllIndian basketball tournament.
The other plan was to have it in
spring term, when area Indians
celebrate their annual pow-wow
season.
It was also proposed that there
should be another traditional
Indian Feed scheduled for this
term.
Nominations were made for this
year's club officers. Nominees
are: President LaVonne Lobert,
Peggy Forseth and Luella Azuel;'
Vice-President - Alice Panigeo,
Duane Azure and Tim Hunt.

Dad

Compiled by DICK SOCLES
Lamron Writer

Top officials liked to cover-up
WASHINGTON, D.C. - As the Watergate cover-up trial got unSPecial Prosecutor Richard Ben-Veniste indicated
th
that he would prove that the illegal conspiracy that took place two
years ago included some of the most powerful men in government He
made it clear that he intended to prove that former President Nixon
was among the conspirators.
Ben-Veniste quoted from Watergate conversations in which the
resident and his top aides, H. R. Haldeman and John Ehrlichman
discussed offering former White House Aide John Dean to the
anySdeeper ^ & SC3pe goat to Prevent the investigation from going

,Siant

Ford to visit OMSI

Lamron photo by VALLI CAMP

Indian potluck

rsA> «« *•*"»—

Sasrsss
Secretary-Treasurer - Luella
Azule, Teresa Powell and Valli
Camp.
Gilbert Walking Bull was
designated as the Honored
Traditional Singer and Musician
for the club. Voting will take
place tonight at 6 p.m. in the

,^sid.ent Ford will attend the annual Oregon Museum of
de!d nf andIndustry aucti°n when he visits Oregon on Nov. 1. A great
deal of controversy had surrounded Ford's visit after it was an«h®.wou,d v,sit Oregon the same day of the auction.
S I offlcials feared thatas much as $100,000 could be lost because
nfrf R
!ng dinner that same night. They hope that
Ford s visit to the auction will prevent any such losses.
f

State campaign law refused

SALEM - The Oregon Supreme Court Monday turned down a request
Campus Ministry Building. The
by Secretary of State Clay Myers to keep the current campaign
building is located one block
spending laws in effect until after the Nov. 5 election. The law had
north of the College Center
been ruled unconstitutional by a Multnomah County District Court
across from Arby Hall.
because of its "single treasurer" provision.
American Indian and Eskimo
According to state elections manager Dick Banton the ruling would
people are invited to attend,
make keeping tabs on campaign spending much more difficult. Under
along with anyone else interested the new law a
person may spend money for a candidate without first
in the organization.
obtaining permission from the candidate. He must still contact the
elections office before making the expenditure.

Days activities set Saturday

Dads of OCE students will be
special guests on campus on
Saturday, Oct. 19.
The day will begin at 8:30 a.m.
with registration in the College

Sfqfen?
9 Realtors To Serve You
For All Your
Housing Needs

E. G. Stassens, Inc., Realtors®
227 South Main Street
Independence, Or. 97351
Residence 838-3941
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M.

Center concourse. Coffee and
donuts will be available during
this hour.
At 9:30 there will be a general
meeting in the Pacific room.
Speaking will be Dr. Leonard
Rice, OCE President; Jack
Morton, Dean of Students and
Ken Irvin, ASOCE President.
Special speaker this year will be
Sen. Mark Hatfield.
Individual club meetings will
begin at 10 a.m. Over the years
the OCE Dads' Club has con
tributed its time and money to
helping students with scholar
ships. They also have carried out
many projects for the college.
After
the club meetings
everyone will join in the College
Center Pacific Room for a "chalk
talk" by football coach Bill
McArthur. McArthur will also
introduce the football team. The
meeting will be from 10 a.m. to 11
a.m.
Lunch will be served in the
Food Service Building between
12:15 p.m. and 1 p.m. Formal
activities will end with the 1:30
football game. OCE will be
playing Oregon Institute of
Technology.

Dormitories will be having an
open house for parents, and there
will be various activities taking
place in the individual dorms
during the evening.
The annual Dads' Day will be
followed by a Moms' Day in the
spring.

Stock market soars
NEW YORK - The stock market continued its upward trend early
this week after posting the highest weekly gain on record last week.
Investors were confused as to the exact reasons for the turn in the
market. Many were hopeful that it would mean an end to the bear
market that has been plagueing Wall Street.

Thalidomide case settled

Role changes
discussed

TOKYO - A settlement for $20 million was made Sunday in Japan
between families of 63 thalidomide victims, the government and the
pharmaceutical agencies involved. The drug involved was a German
made tranquilizer which caused gross deformities in babies when
their mothers took the drug while pregnant. At least 939 babies were
"Vhe Changing Roles of born limbless in Japan as a result of the drug. It is estimated that as
Women" is the topic of a four many as 900 of these are still living.
session series of programs
currently being given in the
Central High School Cafeteria.
Ford vetoes Turkey arms ban
The sessions, which are being
coordinated by Irene Mylan of
Chemeketa Community College ffWnSi?cNGT0N' ? C'" President Ford vetoed a bill that would cut
and co-sponsored by the Salem off all U.S. arms aId to Turkey and appeared to be headed towards his
YWCA, are being given on first major confrontation with Congress. The President said that by
Monday nights at 7:30 p.m. They cutting off the arms all hopes of a peace settlement on Cyprus would
will last through Monday, Nov. 4. be lost. Congress is expected to vote on overriding the veto later this
Information may be obtained week.
by contacting the Chemeketa
Community
College
Adult
Education Division or the Salem
YWCA. All programs are free
and open without registration.

D&M
BAKE SH0PPE

JBL's

new Decade 36
3-way system for under $200!
10" woofer, 5" midrange,
1.4" tweeter. Natural oak
cabinet. Fabric grill in blue,
brown and orange.

Main St. - Webster's Mkt.

THIS

ASS0RTED COOKIES
SURPRISE
SPICE CUPS

WEEK
(Save 20c)

3 Doz.

$ J50

Dozen

Coffee, Tea, or Stereo
UBL

"Salem's Only Gourmet Hi-Fi Store"

1949 State St.

Salem, Ore.

REAL
PUMPKIN CAKE
(Our own recipe)

2 Layers
With Spice Icing

ea. *2^2
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Established in 1923

Opinion

Candidates
endorsed:
Straub
Tom AAcCall has not only been one of Oregon's best
governors, he has been one of its most charismatic. He
has led the way for many of Oregon's high environment
standards, and Oregon leads the nation in many
environmental areas.
To continue Oregon's role in environmental affairs,
the Lamron recommends the election of Bob Straub.
Straub, the Democratic candidate, served as state
treasurer for eight years, an office he left two years ago.
He has based much of his campaign on his en
vironmental views, and will probably follow in the Tom
AAcCall tradition of continued efforts for a quality en
vironment for Oregon.
He is, however, competent in more than just the area
of environment. He is in favor of additional state support
for education, and says he will work to cut waste in
government spending.
His opponent, Republican Victor Atiyeh, claims some
credit for Oregon's Bottle Bill, but seems to have the
interests of big business behind him too much to put
Oregon's environment ahead of business.

Packwood
In 1968 Bob Packwood upset incumbent Wayne Morse
in a close race for the U. S. Senate. Now it appears that
Packwood again has a close race on his hands as he
taces State Sen. Betty Roberts for the same position he
was elected to six years ago.
The two candidates both appear qualified to represent
Oregon in the U. S. Senate, and the debate about who can
do the best job probably won't be answered before
election day rolls around.
The two exchanged political punches in a debate last
week before the Salem City Club. Reports of the debate
seemed to judge the two as fairly even, although some
observers gave the edge to Packwood.
Roberts twice refused to comment on her vote against
a state Senate measure to Congress which asked that the
federal government not interfere with Oregon's
pollution control standards if they were better than
those of the tederal government. She was one of only two
senators to vote against it.
Her refusal to answer hurt her, and we are somewhat
bothered by her "no comment."
In foreign trade legislation and timber-related
matters Packwood has served Oregon's interest well.
He has not been as effective as the late Wayne Morse,
but has done fairly well.
The Lamron suggests the continuation of Sen. Packwood's service.

AuCoin
Democrat Les AuCoin and Republican Diarmuid
O'Scannlain are both extremely well qualified to
represent Oregon's First District in Congress. Either
could serve well for the next two years now that Rep
Wendell Wyatt is retiring from the U. S. House of
Representatives.
Wyatt has endorsed O'Scannlain and O'Scannlain has
demonstrated the necessary leadership by serving as
deputy state attorney general, director of the state
Department of Environmental Quality and as state
public utilities commissioner.
,.°"| h e o t h e r hand, AuCoin has served for two terms in
the Oregon House of Representatives, and was chosen
majority leader during the second of his two terms.
It is unfortunate that both men cannot represent Ore
gon in Congress. Between the two, however, the Lamron
eans to Les AuCoin because he favors a regional
approach to land use planning, with cooperation from
local governments, while O'Scannlain is in favor of
turning over the reigns of land use planning entirely to
local governments.

Oft,CMestez?
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NEA says teachers should flex
political muscles in elections
NEA News Service
WASHINGTON,
DC.
Teacher political power at the
federal level has been a long time
coming. But there will never be a
better opportunity than the
national elections this November
to elect a pro-education Congress
that will be ready to act for
education, for teachers, and for
the nation's 46 million public
school children.
That is the word that the
National Education Association,
the nation's second largest union,
is putting out to its 1.5 million
members as teachers prepare to
make their political muscle felt,
as never before, in the national
elections.
"Perhaps we never realized we
could be so influential," mused
Dr. Wise, NEA
president.
"Having won our spurs, we are
ready to undertake massive
state-by-state
grass
roots
campaigns that will guarantee
the victories we need in the 1974
Congressional elections;
not
under party banners, but under
the banner of education ; not antianyone or any party, but proeducation," she declared, ad
ding:
"It can never again be
politically safe to ignore the
needs of the nation's public
school children--the most im
portant natural resource in
America."
Dr. Wise noted that teachers
are angry and, having emerged
as a real and potent political
force two years ago, are poised to
act still more boldly in 1974.
Teachers are outraged at:
--Oil profiteering and an
alleged energy crisis that is
caused myriad problems in
education, including student
fatalities and injuries, exorbitant
gas and home heating fuel prices,
chilled
classrooms,
limited

school programs, transportation
snags, and cold lunches.
--Massive inflation, cheating
teachers who have received
below-average wage increases by
snatching money out of their
pocketbooks to defray mounting
living costs - the highest in a
generation.
- Tax breaks for oil companies
and other big businesses plus
many of the nation's super-rich
who pay little or no income tax
while teachers go begging for tax
relief.
-A
staggering
increased
defense budget despite "peace"
for the first time in more than a
decade. The nation's beleaguered
schools, victims of inflation,
teacher layoffs, defeated school
bond issues, and rising school
costs, must compete with the

Pentagon for each inflated dollar.
Guess who wins...guns or kids?
-Spiralling
prices,
food
shortages.
The federal government must
become an equal partner in
supporting the nation's public
schools, says Dr. Wise. This will
come about when the federal
government provides 33 cents of
each dollar spent on education.
Right now, federal spending for
elementary and secondary public
education is less than 8 cents.
Teachers are in a unique
position to generate precisely this
kind of grass roots pressure
because
teachers
comprise
almost the same percentage in
proportion to the total population
in each of the nation's 435
Congressional districts.
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Psycholohy teachers organized

OTOP aide to psychology courses
CHMIHT
By TERRI SCHMIDT
Lamron Writer

The majority of teachers
teaching high school psychology
don't have the proper academic
background for teaching the
subject. Concern for this has
resulted in the organization of
Oregon Teachers of Psycholoev
(OTOP).
Maxine Warnath, head of the
OCE psychology division, was

Mid East slides
to be shown
"And None Shall Make Them
Afraid," a slide show by Howard
Frederick and Claire Gorfinkel,
will be shown at 3:30 p.m. in the
Willamette Room, College
Center, Oct. 23.
The show is on Frederick's and
Ms. Gorfinkel's experiences in
the Middle East during the last
spring and summer. The
program is part of a project
entitled "Middle East Mobile
Education
Project,"
with
headquarters in San Francisco.
The two will be available for
discussion afterward.
It is sponsored by the American
Friends Service Committee and
the United Campus Christian
Foundation.

Octoberfest
Saturday night

summed 35 'tS coordinator last
OTOP was formed to work with
the State Department of
Education and the Teacher
Standards and Practices Com
mission in the areas of teacher
certification, standards and
curricular recommendations.
OTOP will serve as resource
consultant,
information
distributor and will encourage
development of materials. They
also hope to improve com
munication between psychology
teachers at all educational levels.
Individual teachers or school
districts will be able to use OTOP
in developing new programs or
revising existing ones.
Long term goals for OTOP are
to review existing teaching
materials and the development of

new materials for use in the
classroom.
Psychology teachers are often
those who can be transferred
easily
from
a
different
assignment, according to Ms.
Warnath. Little regard is paid to
background in the subject
Teachers are left to develop the
course with little guidance.
About 100 high schools in
Oregon teach some type of
psychology course. Some of these
courses include the areas of
values clarification, role playing
and interpersonal interaction.
However, harm can be done if a
teacher lets a group discussion go
too far. Care must be taken not to
put any student in a group in an
unduly stressful situation. A
student may reveal something
very personal, and because of the

revelation
become
very
emotional. A teacher without a
strong background in psychology
may not be able to handle the
situation.
"It (group therapy) can get
pretty intense," Ms. Warnath
said. She believes this is one
reason why high
school
psychology teachers should be
instructed better.
Teaching of psychology in high
school has at least two important
functions, she believes. Giving
the student an academic base for
college studies is one. The other
is to supply the student with in
formation which applies to his
understanding and functions in
the world!
OTOP has plans to sponsor
workshops, mini-courses, inservice programs and con

ferences geared to the expressed
needs of the teachers. Ms.
Warnath conducted a workshop
in June on preparation and ob
jectives of courses for high school
teachers.
"Teaching Mental Health and
Psychology in the Schools," an
all-day conference, was held at
OCE Oct. 11. About 100 people
registered to attend.
Several lectures, films and rap
sessions were held. Some of the
topics were: understanding of
prejudice, psychology and
literature, psychology and the
future and teaching cooperation
in the classroom.
Pat Conway, Judy Osborne,
Frank Miles, Art Glogau, Maxine
Warnath and Merle Kelley were
OCE faculty members at the
conference.

and we
done something
about it!

An Octoberfest will be given by
the German Club Friday night at
8 p.m. It will be held at 509 Broad
St., Monmouth.
"Anyone interested in having a
good time at a traditional Ger
man Octoberfest is welcome,"
according to Mike Benton,
German Club social chairman.
Traditional German dancing
and singing are planned. Kathy
Schimmel,
German
Club
president is chairman of the
event.
Rides will be furnished for
students who don't have cars.
Interested persons should meet in
the parking lot of Swindel Hall by
7:45 p.m.
Donations of one dollar are
asked. This applies toward the
$1.25 (per term) dues of German
Club.

Spanish club
to give aide
Thousands of homeless victims
have not yet recovered from the
destruction of Hurrican Fifi in
the Central American nation of
Honduras.
The
hurricane
claimed more than 8,000 lives.
In an effort to collect relief
funds for the victims of the Honduran tragedy, the Spanish Club
at OCE is sponsoring a drive for
contributions. Contributions can
be sent to Honduran Drive,
Spanish Club, c o Humanities
Office, OCE, Monmouth, Ore.
97361.

RESEARCH
CANADA'S LARGEST SERVICE

$2.75 per page
Send now for latest catalog. En
close $2.00 to cover return post
age.

ESSAY SERVICES
57 Spadina Ave., Suite #208
Toronto, Ontario, Canada

(416) 366 6549
Our research service is sold
for research assistance only.
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A young woman who enrolls in Air Force ROTC is eligible to compete for an Air Force scholarship
that includes free tuition, lab and incidental fees, and reimbursement for textbooksfor her last 2 years
of college. In addition, a tax-free monthly allowance of $100 is paid to both scholarship and nonscholarship cadets alike. When she gets her degree, the career as an Air Force officer awaits her,
matching her abilities to a job with rewarding challenges. With benefits like 30 days' paid vacation,
good pay, foreign travel, and a great place to build a future.
Interested?

Contact MAJOR LOUDERBACK
COLLEGE CENTER, WEDNESDAYS - 9AM - 3 PM
PUT IT ALL TOGETHER IN AIR FORCE ROTC
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Change planned
in education

A fog bank shrouding Landers Hall during the early morning signals the arrival of fall on the OCE
campus.

NSF
graduate fellowships offered
The National Science Foun
dation, in cooperation with the
National Research Council is
preparing to begin the process of
candidate selection for 1975-76
Graduate Fellowships. Although
panels of scientists appointed by
the Research Council aid in
choosing
candidates,
final
selection will be made by the
Foundation with awards to be
announced on March 15, 1975.
NSF Fellowships are intended
for studies in science leading to a
master's or doctoral degree.
These awards cover a three-year
span, allowing the recipient
$3,600 annually with no depen
dency allowances. Satisfactory
student progress determines
continuation of the award in the
second and third years:
Eligible to apply for the
Fellowships are college seniors
and graduate students at or near
the beginning of their studies.
Applicants must be U.S.citizens

and will be required to take the
Graduate Record Examinations.
The new Educational Testing
Service will be giving these
examinations on Dec. 14, 1974 at
designated centers in the United
States and abroad.

For further information and
applications, write the Fellow
ship Office, National Research
Council,
2101
Constitution
Avenue, Washington, D.C. 20418.
Applications must be in by Dec. 2,
1974.

Cannon heading Oregon group
Dr. Daniel Cannon, chairman
of OCE's art department, is the
chairman
of
an
Oregon
delegation
attending
a
conference on planning for the
arts in Washington D.C., Wed
nesday through Sunday, Oct. 16 to
20.

He said eight
of
ten
representatives of fine arts
organizations in Oregon will
attend the Comprehensive Arts
Planning and Development
Conference at the John F.
Kennedy Center.
Among them will be two other
OCE art professors, William
Glaeser, representing the Arts in

Oregon Council, an alliance of
community arts groups, and
Phyllis Richardson, who is
specializing in educational and
community development of the
arts for her doctoral studies at
the University of Oregon.
Oregon's participation grew
out of joint interest by OCE and
the State Department of
Education in establishing a
position of state supervisor of art
studies for the public schools.
Cannon said that other unof
ficial delegates will be appointed
by groups such as the Oregon Art
Education Association and the
intermediate education districts.

Intercollegiate Press
WEST LAFAYETTE, Ind. Two associate professors in the
Department of Education at
Purdue University have com
bined new ideas with exciting
techniques
by
developing
methods of making teaching and
learning exciting for both student
and teacher.
James L. Barth and S. Samuel
Shermis call their combination of
educational innovations "In
dividualized Instructional
Analysis System (HAS)."
The system which Barth and
Shermis developed as a means of
aiding teachers in capturing the
imagination of students and
meeting their individual needs is
a combination of microteaching,
interactional analysis, and audiotutorial techniques.
Microteaching involves a
teacher who teaches a very brief
lesson which is videotaped. He
then observes and participates in
a critique of the taped sample of
his teaching, revises his
teaching, and then performs the
entire sequence again.
Interactional analysis involves
the identification of certain
verbal behaviors in a classroom
and the evaluation of these. Thus,
it is possible to ascertain how
much a teacher talks relative to
how much students talk; how
many questions are being asked;
whether the questions really
extend a student's thinking, or
whether they cut it short.
Audio-tutorial is an in
dividualized process, which
makes use of a variety of
programmed audiovisual
materials in such a way that
students learn according to their

own rate. With the audio-tutorial
system, the student and teaching
device are paired off. The one-toone ratio provides each student
with a tutor of unlimited
patience. The student does not
have to compete with others or
risk the danger of revealing his
ignorance.
The audio-tutorial system was
developed by Prof. Samuel
Postlethwait who applied it to
teaching Purdue's introductory
botany course as early as 1961.
Purdue's
Department
of
Education is the first to apply this
method to training social studies
teachers.
Purdue educators reject the
traditional idea that a good
teacher is born that way. Recent
work suggests that good teachers
use certain kinds of innovative
strategies which can be analyzed
and then taught to student
teachers.
Prof. Charles R. Hicks, head of
the Department of Education at
Purdue, says, "HAS has effected
an important change in teaching
behavior. In the past, teacher
education
tended
to
be
descriptive and persuasive. We
verbally advocated innovations,
talked about student interests
and said that inquiry was
desirable.
4 4But the gulf between what we
said and what we did had to be
bridged. The system that has
slowly developed allows us to
focus attention on individual
needs of our students, and it
thereby provides a model by
which neophyte teachers can
introduce the same process to
their own students."
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Association set tonight
Bv CECILIA STILES
Lamron Writer

Few of the rock groups that
debuted in the 1960's have sur
vived the turnover in music
which has occurred during the
last decade. Most of the groups
have either folded, or have split
up, sending members their
separate ways.The Association is
one of the few exceptions to the
status quo.
The group one sees today has
gone through several personnel
shifts, but the basic style which
made the Association popular
seven years ago still remains.
I he group's soft "ballad rock"
style seems to appeal to many
interest levels without alienating
any one group.
The Association comes wellcredentialed.
They
have
collected seven gold records, six
Grammy award nominations,
and have played to many stan

ding room only crowds. The
name of the group is inseparably
linked with such hits as "Windy,"
"Never My Love," "Cherish"
and "Goodbye Columbus."
Seven men lend their talents to
the group. They are Ted
Bluechel, Maurice Miller, David
Vaught, Jim and Jerry Yester,
Richard Thompson and Larry
Ramos.
Bluechel, a southern Californian, is a percussionist for the
group and sings baritone. Miller
is from Illinois and has formerly
appeared in the rock operas
"Hair" and "Tommy."
In addition to playing bass and
singing
baritone
for
the
Association, Vaught has also
appeared with performers such
as Helen Reddy and Paul
Williams. Thompson plays piano
for the group, although he was
originally trained in classical and
jazz music.

Ted Neeley featured
in 'Superstar*
role
Lamron photo by D A R Y L B O N I T Z

"Ruth," a multi-fiber
crochet
creation
by
associate art professor
Ruth Culbertson, is among
the art works displayed in
the OCE faculty art show.
Pencil sketches, acrylics
and
mixed
material
sculpture are also included

in the display. The theme of
this year's show is
"Figurative."
The works are in
Campbell Hall gallery 107.
Gallery hours are 8 a.m. to
noon and 1 p.m. to 5 p.m.
Monday through Friday.

The film version of the rock
opera "Jesus Christ Superstar,"
billed as film's first total rock
musical, will be featured in the
Pacific Room of the College
Center Friday.
Ted Neeley heads the movie
cast as Christ. Other major roles
include Carl Anderson as Judas,
Yvonne
Elliman as
Mary
Magdalene, Bob Bingham as
Caiaphas and Joshua Mostel as
King Herod.
"Superstar" tells the story of
the events leading to Christ's

crucifixion through the exclusive
use of music and screen images.
Andrew Lloyd Webber wrote
the music for the film, with lyrics
by Tim Rice. Andre Previn
conducted the orchestra.
Producer-director for the film
was Norman Jewison. Malvyn
Bragg and Jewison wrote the
movie screenplay.
Show times are at 4:30 p.m., 7
p.m. and 9 p.m., and the cost is
$1. "Superstar" is rated G,
general audiences.

Jerry Yester has performed
with such groups as The Christy
Minstrels
and
the
Lovin'
spoonful. In addition to his vocal
contributions, he plays a large
repertoire of instruments, in
cluding the guitar, bass, piano
and autoharp. Jerry is also in
terested in the more technical
aspects of recording, such as
sound engineering and record
production.
Jim Yester sings tenor and
plays rhythm guitar. Once a
member of the New Christy
Minstrels, Ramos plays lead
guitar and sings tenor.
The original members of the
Association debuted in Los
Angeles in November 1965, and
were soon signed to a Valiant
Records
contract.
Valiant
Records sold to Warner Brothers
in 1967 for one million dollars.
The success of the group
peaked after that sale. For the
first time in four years the
Beatles were dethroned as top
group of the year when Bill Gavin
Radio-Record Congress named
the Association number one.
One^ of the reasons for the
group's popularity was the
strength of their live per
formances. The Association was
noted for the ability to reproduce
on stage without the aid of
electronic tricks.
Not only are the members of
the Association performers, they
are also lyricists and composers.
Out of 84 songs the group
recorded, 69 were written by
group members.
The Association will appear on
the OCE campus tonight at 8 p.m.
in the NPE gym. Ticket in
formation is available in the
College Center Office, or by
calling 838-1200 ext.261.

TICKETS AVAILABLE
IN COLLEGE CENTER, OCE

ADULTS *4
STUDENTS $3.50
OCE STUDENTS s3
October 17, 1974
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Burnett show
sinking fast
By MARK WOOD
Lasmron Writer

Carol Burnett is without doubt
America's
best-loved
living
comedienne. She is also an in
stitution. Her eight-year old
variety-format television series
is something of an oddity these
days.
Except for Sonny Bono, Miss
Burnett is the only remaining
star to head a network series in a
genre once dominated by such
personalities as Jackie Gleason,
Red Skelton and Dean Martin.
From the beginning, Miss
Burnett's show has possessed a
great deal of polish and shine.
The writing, production and
performance have all been above
average. One critic even com
pared the show's zaniness with
the work of Vonnegut. Behind all
this success has been miss
Burnett herself. From the
most ludicrous sketch to the most
sensitive song, it has been the
star's charm and drive that have
shown through.
One wonders how much longer
charm and drive can serve as
fuel for a sinking vessel.
Because, like it or not, The Carol
Burnett Show is deterioratingrapidly.
The humor is becoming ex
tremely offensive-not in the
stimulating way Maude or All
in the Family can be offensive.
The Burnett Show humor is far
too simple-minded for that.
Marital and filial relationships
are
nearly
always
shown
negatively. There are infantile
insults screeched throughout the
entire hour. In last week's
opening sketch, Burnett, Harvey
Korman and Vicki Lawrence
posed like vultures around a
relative about to go into surgery.
It was all in frighteningly poor
taste.
The majority of the material is
no longer fresh and winning.
Parodies of television com
mercials and of old movies
comprise the bulk of the subject
matter. Last week's sketch
comparing a business deal with a
love affair was amusing enough,
but it was only a variation of a
similar sketch seen last season.
Harvey Korman works well
with Carol, but has a tendency to
fall apart when the scripts are
weak. Lyle Waggoner has left for
good. Vicki Lawrence a very
funny lady, is consequently being
featured more often this season,
but it still seems as if she is often
being hidden in a cloak-room.
The talents of guest stars are
often misused. After all, Telfly
Savalas is not exactly most
peoples' idea of a singing sen
sation. And though the producers
were truly lucky in having the
talents of the Smothers Brothers
on last week's program-except
for their opening routine they
were given essentially nothing
worth doing.
This puts a great deal of weight
on Carol Burnett's shoulders.
What she is able to do is nothing
short of miraculous. After the
subtler comedy line-up of Paul
Sand, Mary Tyler Moore and Bob
Newhart, she is able to suc
cessfully execute a much broader
style of humor-despite bad
scripts-and still come out looking
human.
Quitars Mikes
Combo Equipment
Peavey Amps
at
WEATHERS MUSIC CORP.
Capitol Shopping Ctr.
Salem, OR
Ph. 362-8708

Entertainment events
MUSIC

The Association will be featured tonight at
8 p.m. in the OCE NPE gym. Ticket in
formation i s available at the College CenterOffice. Rates are adults $4, students $3.50
and OCE students $3.

This is becoming more and
more difficult, as CBS and the
show's producers, (including the
star's husband, Joe Hamilton),
seem determined to make Carol
Burnett out to be a monster. Why
don't they let her sing more?
After all, she got her start in
musical comedy and though not
primarily known as a singer, she
beats listenning to Telly Savalas.
And why doesn't she talk more
often with the studio audience at
the show's opening nowadays?
Her rapport with people, that
gentle camaraderie, are what
make her a star.
The death this week of TV
impressario Ed Sullivan signals
the end of an era in television
broadcasting. Sullivan was a
show business wizard and had a
certain appeal which should not
be minimized. But Sullivan's
appeal came from his studied
detachment.
We
expected
Sullivan to be stiff and wooden
and slightly less than human. It
was his trademark.
From Carol Burnett we expect
something more. The musicvariety series format need not be
scrapped. It needs to be
revitalized. Mary Tyler Moore
entirely revamped the shaky
Ozzie-Harriet concept of situation
comedy. Carol Burnett can do the
same for the variety show. She
has the charm and the drive. All
she needs now is a little help from
her staff and co-workers.
She deserves better and so do

Three members of the OCE music faculty
will perform in a chamber music recital at 8
p.m. Monday in the Music Hall auditorium.
The program will feature Dr. Marion
Schrock on the clarinet, Ruth Million at the
piano and sopranoist Myra Brand.
"Blue Oyster Colt" will perform at
Paramount Northwest in Portland Friday.
Tickets are $4 and $5.
"Portland Jam," a concert featuring local
Pacific Northwest rock groups, will be held
at Paramount Northwest at 7:30 p.m. Oct.
24. Cost is $l.
Guitarist Leo Kottke will be featured in a
return engagement at the Portland Civic
Auditorium at 8:30 p.m. Oct. 25. Tickets are
$3.50, $4.50 and $5.50.
The Oregon Symphony and guitarist
Larindo Almeida will perform at Willamette
University Oct. 30.
Tickets are now available for the Randy
Newman concert scheduled Oct. 31 in
Portland Civic Auditorium.
FILMS ANDTHEATRE
The first mainstage production of the OCE
drama season, "Come Blow Your Horn,"
will be presented Nov. 6 through Nov. 9. The
Neil Simon Comedy is directed by Dr. Allen
Adams. Season tickets are available in the
College Center Office. Prices are adults $5,
students $4 and children $2.50.
"Star Spangled Girl," a Neil Simon
comedy, will be performed at 8:15. nightly
Oct. 18 through Oct. 26 at the Pentacle
Theatre. The production will be directed by
Dick Bond. Tickets are available at Stevens
and Sons in Salem or at the door.

"The Bears and I," a Walt Disney
production, is in its second week at the
Capitol Theatre in Salem. The movie stars
Patrick Wayne and features the songs of
John Denver. Walt Disney's "The Shaggy
Dog" is the co feature.
Stanley Kubrick's "2001: A Space
Odyssey" is in its second week at the
Elsinore Theatre in Salem.

Mick Jagger is featured in the new concert
film "Ladies and Gentlemen, the Rolling
Stones," whiph is currently playing at the
Lancaster Mall Theatre in Salem. The
Stones perform fifteen of their greatest hits.
"Macon County Line" begins Friday at the
Dallas Motor Vu Theatre, and "Dr.
Zhivago" begins Friday at the Dallas Rio
Theatre.

RADIO
Shakespeare's "King Henry V" will be
performed on KOAC 550 AM and KOAP 91.5
FM at 11 p.m. Sunday.
Focus features at 7 p.m. on KINK 102 FM:
Geoff and Maria Muldaur, Oct. 17; Rod
Stewart, Oct. 18, Carly Simon, Oct. 21, The
Band, Oct. 22 and Stevie Wonder, Oct. 23.
"Killing Me Softly" by Roberta Flack is
KINK's album review at 10 p.m. Saturday.
ART
The OCE faculty art exhibit wil be on
display in Campbell Hall gallery 107 through
Nov. 1. "Figurative" is the theme of this
year's show. Gallery hours are 8 p.m. to noon
and 1 p.m. to 5 p.m. Monday through Friday.
"Special Exhibition 108" will be featured
in the College Center Oct. 21 to Nov. 20. The
exhibition is sponsored by the Statewide
Services Traveling Exhibition Program of
the University of Oregon Museum of Art in
Eugene.
The weaving of Janet Pyle, from Corvallis,
is currently on display at the Oak St. Gallery
at 1010 Oak St. SE, Salem. The public may
meet the artist at a reception from 7 p.m. to
10 p.m. Saturday. Gallery hours are 10 a.m.
to6 p.m. Monday through Saturday and till 9
p.m. Friday.

•s

Williams will host the program. Jose
Feliciano, The Lettermen, Al Wilson and
others will perform the winning songs for
1974.
"Midnight Special" will feature a million
sellers night at 1 a.m. on Ch. 8. Guests will
include Paul Anka, the Guess Who and
James Brown.
Monday, Oct. 21
Carol Burnett will host "Drink, Drank,
Drunk," a special on the psychology of the
problem drinker and the situation of his
family. The program, also featuring E. G.
Marshall, ison at 8 p.m. on Ch. 7.
Tuesday, Oct. 22
Alistair Cooke's Emmy-award winning
"America" is being rebroadcast at 8 p.m.
weekly. This week's episode is "The Making
of a Revolution, Part II."
Wednesday, Oct. 23
"Men Who Made the Movies" will feature
an interview with Alfred Hitchcock at 8 p.m.
on Ch. 7. Excerpts will be shown of such film
thrillers as "Psycho," "Frenzy" and "North
By Northwest."
OTHER
Dr. Kenneth Holmes, OCE history
professor, will be featured at the Oct. 22
Natural Science Mathematics Seminar. Dr.
Holmes' topic will be "The Historian and the
Historical Scientist." The lecture will be at
noon in NS 103.
Barnum Hall will sponsor a Sadie Hawkins
Dance featuring "Lightship" from 9 p.m. to
midnight in the Old Gym Nov. 2. Prices are
$1.75 couples, girls pay, and $1 singles.
Highlights will include a contest to choose
the couple dressed most like L'il Abner and
Daisy Mae, and a 25 cent marriage booth.

TELEVISION
Thursday, Oct. 17
"Sunshine," a movie featuring Cliff De
Young performing the songs of John Denver,
will be rerun at 9 p.m. on Ch. 6.
Dick Cavett will interview Walter Cronkite
at Cronkite's Massachusetts home on "Wide
World Special" at 11:30 p.m. on Ch. 2.
Friday, Oct. 18
"The Flip Wilson Variety Special" will
star Peter Sellers, Lily Tomlin and Richard
Pryor at 8.30 p.m. on Ch. 8.
"The International Songwriting Com
petition" is scheduled on Wide World Event
at 11:30 p.m. on Ch. 2. Helen Reddy and Paul
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Shrock clarinet recital set
By LANE SHETTERLY
Lamron Writer
A clarinet recital by Dr.
Marion Schrock will begin this
tall s concert schedule at 8 p.m.
Monday in the Music Hali
Auditorium.
Myra Brand, soprano, and
Mrs. Ruth Million, pianist,will be
appearing with Dr. Schrock. All
three are members of the OCE
music faculty.
A cycle of six songs written by
Louis Spohr for clarinet, soprano
and piano, will be one of the
featured works on the program
Spohr, (1784-1859), a leading
composer of early German
Romantic Lieder, composed this
cycle in 1837 for Princess Sondershausen.
Though more widely known as
a violinist in his time, Spohr
today is considered the greatest
of the minor composers during
the early Romantic era. Most
famous for his works geared
towards an instrumental sound,
Friedrich Otto Leinert said
Spohr s place in musical history
today is still that of the great
master of Romantic instrumental
music the unjustly forgotten
song composer, on the other

• The Car Sellers." a print by Jeff Becker of Portland, is one of the
pieces displayed m Special Exhibition '108'. The exhibit will be
displayed in the College Center Oct. 21 through Nov. 20.

Latest Croce album
disappoints fans

Art display
scheduled

By CECILIA STILES
Lamron Writer
Photographs and Memories
By Jim Croce

"Rapid Roy," "You Don't Mess
Around With Jim," and "Roller
Derby Queen." Croce used in
cidents from his own life to make
Publicity about Jim Croce's these songs come alive.
"Photographs and Memories"
"One Less Set of Footsteps" is
preceded the recording itself by
several months, as the music one of the best cuts on the album,
world was talking about his new perhaps superceded only by the
effort before the name of the title song "Photographs and
contents of the album were Memories." This is an apt title
for the album, which is a
revealed.
Now that it has been released, scrapbook of Croce's talents.
many of these same people will Unfortunately many other good
probably be disappointed in this cuts had to be passed over due to
latest addition to the Croce lack of space.
legend.
Despite the fact that the songs
Any true Croce fan will notice are all replays, the album is
that the cuts on this album are a already selling out across the
sampling of his three previous nation. This should please the
albums, "I Got A Name," "Life producers, who may be playing a
and Times," and "You Don't game of "memory exploitation."
Mess Around With Jim." The You can't help but think that this
album lacks original cuts.
would have been a disap
"Photographs and Memories" pointment to Croce, whose
is however, a good initial in philosophy
was
always
vestment for any new Croce straightforwardness with his
converts. It effectively combines music and with his fans.
the big hits and the sleepers,
which are in some cases much
better quality-wise.
The album displays both the
soft ballad side of Croce and the
ironic humor of some of his
compositions. On the soft side are
the hits "Operator," "I Got a
Name," and "I'll Have to Say I
Love You in a Song." "Time in a
Bottle", the theme song from the
made-for-television movie "She
Lives," is also included.

hand, still awaits comparable
recognition."
Also on Monday evening's
program is "Duo Concertant" for
clarinet and piano by Karl Maria
von Weber. Like Spohr, Weber
(1786 - 1826) was a composer of
the German Romantic period and
has been called "the most Ger
man of German composers."
Living his early life in a
thoughtless, aimless manner, he
once almost killed himself by
drinking from a vial of nitric
acid which he mistook for wine.
Most well known today for his
operas, one of which, "Der
Freischutz" will be performed by
the Portland Opera Company this
season, Webers was also a very
capable composer of songs for
many other mediums, of which
"Duo Concertant" is an example.
Claude Debussy, an even more
familiar
name,
will
be

I
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Special Exhibition "108", the
108th art exhibit prepared by
Oregon Statewide Art Services
since 1965, will be displayed in the
College Center Oct. 21, through
Nov. 20.
The exhibit consists of 19 works
which were entered in the
Statewide Services contest in
January, but which did not win
prizes.
Among the media types
scheduled for display are
photography, oil painting, ap
plique, ceramics and wood
sculpture.
Special Exhibition "108" is
presented through the courtesy of
the Statewide Services Traveling
Exhibition Program of the
University of Oregon Museum of
Art in Eugene.

represented on the program by
the performance of his "Premier
Rhapsody." Famous for many
popular compositions including
"Clair de Lune" and "Prelude to
the Afternoon of a Faun",
Debussy (1862 - 1918) was one of
the first Impressionist com
posers. Apart from being an
exciting
work,
"Premier
Rhapsody" will serve to enhance
the evening's program by
bringing in a sound to contrast
the German Romantic sound of
Weber and Spohr.
Dr. Schrock, who received his
Doctorate in 1970 from the
University of Michigan, is in his
fifth year as a music instructor at
OCE. He explains the program
for his recital as an "evening of
traditional, romantic literature"
for the clarinet; music he has
called "easy and enjoyable to
listen to".

DICTATION
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I RENTAL PURCHASE 1
| HI-FI COMPONENTS |

SALEM

1
| 395 Liberty NE

1
588-1122 |

Complete
Line of Offset
and Letter
Press

Croce's best soft sounds are a
few which have never really hit
the charts, such as "New
York's Not My Home," "Lover's
Cross," and "These Dreams."
At the opposite end of the
spectrum are some songs which
can best be . classified as
"biographical rock." These in
clude "Bad, Bad Lreoy Brown,"

ACADEMIC
RESEARCH
LIBRARY
Thousands of Topics
$2.75 per page
Send for .your up-to-date,
176-page, mail order catalog
of 5500 topics. Enclose
$1.00 to cover postage (1-2
days delivery time).

519 GLENR0CK AVE.
SUITE #203
LOS ANGELES, CA. 90024
Our materials are sold for
research purposes only

October 17, 1974

Customized Printing for Cards, Gifts,
etc.
Rubber stamps made to your
specifications

CENTRAL PRINTING
295 E. Main

Monmouth

838-0661

and now the film...
Universal Pictures

ami

Robert Stigwood

present

A NORMAN JEWISON Film

JESUS CHRIST
SUPERSTAR
Sl.irrin,

TED NEELEY CARL ANDERSON
YVONNE ELLIMAN BARRY DENNEN
Screenplay by Melvyn Bragg and Norman Jewison
B^ed upon ihe Rock Opera "Jesus Christ Superstar" Book by Tim Rice
Music by Andrew Lloyd Webber
Lyrics by Tim Rice
Music C'onducied by Andre Previn
Associaie Producer PATRICK PALMER
Dtreeled by NORMAN JEWISON • Produced by NORMAN JEWISON a-d

Admission - $1.00
Pacific Room - CC

October 18
4:30,7&9p.m.

Oregon Needs Cliff Trow
Vote TfOW for State Senate.
Trow for Sen. Comm./Brent Olsen, Treas./
915 N.W. Grant St., Corvallis, Ore. 97330/10-1-74
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SF trip beneficial

By PAT STIMAC
Lamron Writer

By MIKE ROONEY
Lamron Sports Editor

Four minds, at least four that is, were meeting about
football last Saturday night in Redding, California.
Jerry Shultz, Keith Morgan, Pat Miller and I talked
about football at OCE for nearly four hours.
Roaming around the streets of the California city, we
were doing some steady soul-searching in trying to
figure out what had just occured at San Francisco State
and why. The Wolves had just gotten torn apart by the
score of 37-17. But, what was traumatic was that we had
lost the game before we even put on our uniforms.
The four great football minds decided that the loss
was the end product of a number of problems that had
built up for the last six weeks, which was compounded
by a 14-hour bus ride. The fragmentation of the team,
supposedly a single entity, into two separate teams, the
offense and the defense, began the deterioration of the
relationships between players.
The San Francisco trip brought the whole problem to
light. Most of the team had things on their minds other
than playing football. Whether it was all the
homosexuals, honky-tonks, prostitutes or just the big
city, the team didn't quite know how to handle it. Most of
us are from small rural communities -- and very naive
in these areas. It came as quite a jolt to be hit in the face
with such a variety of people and things.
San Francisco was a horrendous experience. But by
now, almost a week after the game, the players have
analyzed their motives and realized that we are really
out to play football. The mistakes of the past can be
attributed to only one guy - that guy you see in the
mirror every morning.
Never before at OCE have I seen such a drastic need
for a team to cling together. To look each other in the
eye and say, "Partner, it's time to suck 'em up." Once
Joe Caligure, then assistant football coach, made the
best directive to a team that I have ever heard. Before a
crucial game fwo years ago he said, "Play every play
like it's the last play of the game and you're one point
ahead." Going "all out" has been missing from the team
this year.

+++
I was four for seven on my predictions last week, but
promise to improve this week. Here are a few that
should be of some interest:
Southern Cal over Oregon - The Trojans are just
about awesome. They graduated people like Lynn
Swann and "Slam Bam" Cunningham and still come up
with the studs. I can see Pat Haden riddling the Duck
defense for over 400 yards on offense. I pick USC 34-14.
California over OSU -- No one figured the Bears to be
winning like they are. Just ask someone from Eugene
what they think of the guys from Berkeley, they handled
the Ducks rather handily last week. But the Beavers
ain't ducks either. OSU should give them a good game,
but they'll probably lose 27-21.
Linfield over Whitman - The Wildcats will fly their
starters to their away game to insure that they keep
their unbeaten record. With the nice, easy flight to Walla
Walla, Linfield is sure to get back at Whitman for
keeping them out of the nationals last year. Linfield over
Whitman 35-10.
SOC over Central Washington - I've got to keep
picking CWSC to get upset. Central has to make the long
trip to Ashland which is enough hinderance to cause the
downfall of the defending league champs. I see it SOC 17
Central 14.
Portland State over Simon Fraser ~ The coaching
staff at PSU has done an incredible job of recruiting and
getting a young team together. The Viks are on the
winning side of this 38-14 score.

Open Fridays
Till 9 p.m.
CLOTHES FOR MEN
198 Liberty Street, N. E.

585-7200

Salem, Oregon 97301

11VI)
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Harriers
place
second

'Mil Mil

M'1

The trip down to Southern
Oregon College wasn't all bad.
At least Cross country coach Don
Spinas was able to meet some of
his old buddies and skin a deer.
However, when it came to run
ning in the cross country race the
next day, things startred going
badly.
The Wolfpack was able to
gather enough strength to grab
second place, which is pretty
impressive since "None of us ran
well, Dale Barker just ran less
worse than the others," ac
cording to Spinas.
Veteran Barker grabbed eighth
place while Chris Fatland passed
mustachioed Dave Castle and
placed fifth in 26:00, Castle
struggled in sixth at 26:31, and in
fact felt that after two miles he
wasn't really running anymore.
Four
runners
from
the
University of Nevada took the
first four places and the team
title with it.
The harriers could take some
consolation in the fact that they
easily outdistanced SOC's red
raiders. Rounding the scoring
five for OCE were Mark Wojohn
and rookie Steve Carrigg. They
finished eleventh and twelfth
respectively.
One key was the fact some of
the younger runners were not
used to the five mile cour
ses and so many Lills.
This caused the time between
the five scoring runners to be a
1:56 spread which is way too
much according to Spinas.

Lamron photo by DARYL BONITZ

Runners practice
Chris Fatland. Dave Castle, Steve Carrigg and Mark Wojahn set
themselves for this weekend's meet.

in
STE?.EQ ELECTRONIC

3 Great
Sound Centers
To Serve You
Salem's

ot/cce

Shop
nets
loss

OCE began its second year in
the Oregon Intercollegiate Soccer
Association Oct. 12 on a sour note,
losing to Reed College of Por
tland 4-0. It was Reed's seventh
game and OCE's first.
OCE's player-coach, Abraham
Demissie, attributed the loss to
the fact that, "Reed is in supergood condition, and has good
teamwork. We (the Wolves) are
not in condition yet and haven't
established teamwork because of
the short time we've been
together."
The OCE coach went on to say
that, "Our offensive team is good
as individuals but not as a team."
''The loss was good for us
because it will enable us to patch
up our mistakes."
The Wolves first home game is
Saturday, Dad's Day, with the
Boxers from Pacific University.
The game will be played on the
soccer field west of the new PE
building, and will begin at 2 p.m.

TOM'S DRIVE-IN
Hamburgers - Fries
Shakes - Malts
Service To Go

373 N. Pacific
Monmouth - 838-1100

Still wondering what to do after
college? You might get a bet
ter picture from the air. Find
out if you qualify for flying les
sons rn the Air Force ROTC
Program...or a full college
scholarship. You get the
picture?
AFROTC TESTING

9 a.m., 26 Oct.
College Center

With confidence since "46"

M o r e people buy sound systems f r o m
Shogren's t h a n f r o m any other sound
shop i n the Salem area.

DOWNTOWN
170 Liberty NE

Lancaster
Mall

399-1465

399-1422

Shogren's South
3410 Commercial SE

399-1450

Why does the ESS Heil airmotion transformer obsolete
conventional loudspeakers?
ESS Heil called the only major
breakthru in sound in the last
50 years. - ESS the sound of
tomorrow - Whenever quality
sound is heard. Another
Shogren exclusive in the Salem
area.

amM
'sis00 each
Limited number of
used demo models
for only

'283s0 each
While they last
demons,ta,i.n by Shn..^., [aclory
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Footballers dealt
37-17 loss in SF
By ALAN ANDERSON

SS,U k|rOUtfor,hem'">h«
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The Wolves from OCE traveled
to the Bay Area last weekend and Mike BriHaeShman quarterback
were soundly defeated by the San 17 pass a^feSC?mpletedonly 6 of
pass attempts m the first half
Francisco State Goldengators 37a»^ was ima-cepled
on« '
17 in a non-league encounter.
SF State took over early as they terha^-lf a l°r S veteran quar^ A"gust, passed 20 times
scored twice in the first quarter
n the first half and hit his target
of action, with quarterback Dave
nine occasions, while being
August hitting his receiver
nterce t^ b
£
Shannon on a 19 yard pass play,
Semor Terry Houck and
and place kicker Rick Faulk
booting a 38 yard field goal.
eWilSOn each
pSedminn J
The Goldengators biggest OCE
enemy aerial for
break of the ball game came later
when Keith Morgan's punt was
,,
" Francisco State received
blocked and recovered by San
Francisco State in their own end
and in f l°°iPen the second half
and 10 plays later August dove
zone for six SFS points.
OCE didn't score until there over for the tally from one-yard
were just 26 seconds remaining in
the first half of action. A field thSC ffW°1VeS' final|y Ending
goal by Steve Sears capped a 30 wii a
u'f power- retaliated
yard OCE drive, making the with a touchdown after a 16-plav
lve-first down drive. The OCE
score 17-3, SFS.
The Bay Area team, however, drive was capped by Larry Sills
retaliated with less than 10 who put in the final touch by
ba" °Ver frofn the
seconds left in the first half, with four""^
Faulk booting the ball 37 yards
Neither team scored again in
for his second field goal.
the third quarter, but San
With the score 20-3, the Wolves
went into the locker room with Francisco State's Crum bulled
over the goal line on the second
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Lamron photo by JERRY COTTER

OCE s football team practicing for this week's game against OIT.
play of the fourth quarter for lopsided 37-17 score.
another SFS touchdown.
The offense of OCE wasn't the
The Goldengator's added three Wolves only problem against the
more points on a 54-yard field Gators Saturday as the defense
goal by Faulk, a new SFS record, allowed the powering SF team to
halfway through the last period. gain 229 yards on the ground and
OCE tallied one more time with pass for another 297.
a 33-yard Terry Bryant to Bill
Larry Sills led all OCE rushers
Rice aerial in the last minute of with 86 yards on 18 carries. Sills
action.
also gained 13 yards on a pass
The hometowners didn't score play. OCE receivers were led by
again, and had to settle for the Mike Rooney who caught three
passes for a total of 61 yards.
Bryant completed five of six
passes and gained 68 yards
passing while quarterbacking for
the Wolves.
Each team finished the game
with 20 total first downs. OCE
was penalized only 30 yards in the
game, compared to 96 for San
Francisco State.

Other scores in EVO action
last weekend were Central
Washington
13,
Western
Washington 9; Southern Oregon
10, Eastern Oregon 6, and OIT 28,
Eastern Washington 7.
Saturday OCE will play host to
Oregon Technical Institute.
Game time is 1:30 p.m.
0
3
7
7 17
10
10
7
10 37
OCE: Sears 29 FG; Sills 4 run (Sears
kick); Rice 33 pass from Bryant (Sears kick)
SFS: Shannon 19 pass from August
(Davids kick); Faulk 38 FG; Windling
fumble recovery in end zone (Davids kick);'
Faulk 37 FG; August 1 run (Davids kick);
Crum 1 run (Davids kick); Faulk 54 FG.
Attendance: 1,000

SFS

rz
First Downs
Rushing Yardage
Passing Yardage
Passes
Punts
Fumbles
Yards Penalized

OCE

20
169
152
29 10 3
7-35
2
30

SFS
20
229
297
34 17 2
4-39
3
96

UfXK

me goalie i„ the t.regr.u.d 1,0,n LCC didn't »<* moch

DATATYPE & RESEARCH SERVICE
actlon

„ 0CE

»'£"

2 Sylvan St.
Rutherford, N.J. 07070
(201) 933-6222
Termpaper & Thesis Research
Mon.-Fri. 9:30-6 - Sat. 10-4
Lowest Rates From $2.50 / pg.
Campus Jobs Available

Field hockey squad victorious again
OCE's Women's field hockey
team won their fourth game of
the season Tuesday afternoon by
defeating Lane Community
College 1-0 on the OCE field.
The games only goal was
scored by Sue Mitchel with just

two minutes remaining in the
contest and proved to be the
winning margin.
Coach Jackie Rice's squad of 22
is coming off of a good 10-4-2
record from last season.
The team, which participates

Classifieds
For Sale: '73 SL 125 and '72 SL 350
Hondas. BotH in excellent condition Call
838 4193 after 4:30 p.m.
For Rent: One partially furnished
room. Share kitchen bathroom. $35 per
month. See at 212 N. Knox or call 838 4848
and ask for Jim Bean, manager, Knox
Villa.
T e r m P a p e r s : Canada's largest
service. For catalogue send $2 to : Essay
Services, 57 Spadina Ave., No. 208,
Toronto, Ontario, Canada.
For Sale: Doberman Pinscher pups,
good blood line, tails docked, dew claws
clipped; males $75, females $50. Call 838
1220 ext. 201 or 838 3037 after 5:30 p.m.
Ask for Diane.
Lose Weight: Reduce safely and fast
with X 11 Diet Plan, $3. Reduce Excess
Fluids with X Pel, $3. Money back
guarantee. See at R 'n' L Drug.
For Sale: '66 Dodge Coronet, damages
on radiator and grill. Will s,ell for $250 or

best offer. V 8 engine, runs well. Contact
Kenn, SPO 134 or see for yourself at "76"
Station, 17th and Center St. in Salem.
Want Ads are a free service to OCE
students. 10 cents per line to non
students. Copy deadline 4 p.m. Monday
at Lamron office.
Personal: Mary V. and Yam Paw
get in touch with me. Vicki V. SPO 944.
For s a l e : Dual 1228 turntable-changer
.with Sure cartridge. Two months old
cost $280 new. Sell for $180. Phone Mike
at 838 0468 before 3:30 p.m.
For s a l e : trombone, excellent con
dition, $100. Call 838 3280.
For s a l e : Stereo outfit; includes AM
FM radio, automatic turntable, 8 track
tape player and two speakers. $175. Call
838 0669 after 3:30 p.m. weekdays.
For Sale: '62 Chev. station wagon, V-8
automatic, good tires, real clean. $175
Call 838 4184.
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Rich Emken
cares about the quality of life
in Monmouth. He cares enough
to want to preserve and build
that quality to a
level of distinction.
For Mayor

RICH EMKEN
October 17, 1974

in
the Willamette Valley
Collegiate
Field
Hockey
Association along with Portland
State,
Oregon
State,
the
University of Oregon, George
Fox, Pacific, Willamette and
Lane C.C., will compete again
this afternoon at home against
the University of Oregon Ducks.
They will travel to Willamette
Friday to meet Washington State.
Game times are at 4 p.m.

BSA - Norton - Triumph

* SUZUKI SPORTS CENTER
New and Used Motorcycles

SUZUKI

Ph. 581-1217
2195 Fairgrounds Rd. N . E .

Salem

Special:
Student
Golf
Rates
with student
I.D. only)

Per 9 Holes
Mon., Tues. and Friday,
8 a.m.-4 p.m. Now thru
Mar. 1, 1975.
+Clubs & car rentals
+ New and used clubs
for sale

OAK KNOLL
Golf Course
Since 1926

Dallas-Salem Hwy. 22
7 mi. from Monmouth

378-0344
Page 11
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Monmouth Pharmacy
JOHN DENVER
through his nine great albums including:
nc/i

John Denvers'

JEJHN
VENVER5
GREATEST/HITS

JUM|

now

"GREATEST HITS"
and

Take Me Home,Country Roads
Leaving,on a Jet Plane • Follow Me
Rocky Mountain High • Goodbye Again

includes:

"BACK HOME AGAIN"

nc/i

John Denver

ROCKY MOUNTAIN HIGH

" uFarewetl Andromeda

JOHN DENVER

This is a limited offer only,
exclusive at Monmouth Phar
macy from October 17 thru 21. On
these dates you can get any of
John Denver's albums at bargain
prices to be seen nowhere else!

s

I
Includes: Rocky Mountain High
Mother Nature s Son • Goodbye Again

RC/1

<fleRie

includes: Back Home Again • Eclipse
Thank God I'm a Country Boy • Matthew
Annie 's Song • Sweet Surrender

VICTOR

specials

John Denver

RC/1

VICTOR

Greatest Hits
Back Home Again

$4.59
$4.59

WHOSE GARDEN WAS THIS

JOHN DENVER

Rocky Mountain High
Farewell Andromeda

$3.89
3.89
Aerie
!!! 3^89
Poems, Prayers & Promises . 3.89
Rhymes & Reasons
3.89
Whose Garden Was This
3.89
Take Me To Tomorrow
3.89
,h
Pharm«Cy also carries a large
«fec7ion
selection ofnfcassette
and 8-track taDPs in
various qualities and assortments.

OCT. 17,18, 20, 21

MONMOUTH PHARMACY
165 E. MAIN - MONMOUTH

i

